POWERED BY
PRODUCE

Santos Guadarrama is a grower and a grocer. His family
has owned Royal Produce in Royal City for almost 20 years,
selling home-grown fruits and vegetables along with other
high-qaulity products. At Grant PUD, we’re proud to keep
the lights on so small businesses like Royal Produce can
supply us with the fresh, local foods we love.
Visit grantpud.org to learn more about what each site offers.

Powering our way of life.

GRANT COUNTY PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICT
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Photo: Crescent Bar Campground
Reserve a campsite at grantpud.org/recreation

NEW CUSTOMER CLASS TO PROTECT CORE CUSTOMERS
Grant PUD commissioners have agreed to move forward with a new customer rate class for cryptocurrency miners
that provides protection to the utility’s existing customers.
By adopting this policy, the board affirmed its position that core customer groups – residential, irrigation and
commercial – will continue to be first in line for access to the benefits of low-cost energy generated at Grant PUD’s
hydro facilities. The policy also creates a priority status for traditional commercial and industrial customers who are
waiting for power service. Additionally, the new “Evolving Industry” rate class will provide more certainty of costs
and waiting periods to the large number of cryptocurrency firms interested in service.
With the new plan, cryptocurrency firms would pay a rate – to be determined – that covers both Grant PUD’s cost
to provide their electricity and any elevated risks they pose to the utility’s other customers. Similar to the pricing
for current large industrial customers, the new policy requires these emerging businesses to pay more, so core
residential, irrigation and commercial customers can continue to pay below service-cost rates. Evolving Industry
customers would also cover extra costs if Grant PUD has to pay more to bring additional power resources into the
county to serve their load. Read more at grantpud.org/blog.

2017 ANNUAL REPORT
Grant PUD’s 2017 Annual Report is now available online. The report provides a
summary of our key projects and financials. Detailed financial information is also
available in the Financial Statements section. Download a PDF version of the
report at grantpud.org.

STAY SAFE THIS SUMMER
Remember a life jacket will only save your life if you wear
it. Be in charge of your own safety – when on the water,
always wear a well-fitting U.S. Coast Guard approved life
jacket that is in good condition. Before you visit any of
Grant PUD’s 20 recreation sites, be sure to check out this
and other water safety tips available at grantpud.org/
community/safety/on-the-water.
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